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Setting the scene
This session of the Post-School Access Community of Practice, the last for 2019, rounded off the theme of
entrepreneurship and its role in addressing the high rate of unemployment among South Africa’s youth.
Nelly Mofokeng, Managing Director of Junior Achievement South Africa (JASA) described JASA’s work in
developing youth entrepreneurship, focussing on their flagship Entrepreneurship Academy Programme in
which Grade 10 - 11 learners explore real business activities.
Neo Matsau, CEO of Bamboo Network, a young, fast growing digital marketing company, shared a
selection of key lessons from his own entrepreneurial journey.
The ideas raised by the speakers and during the group discussions combined to leave the CoP with a sense
that youth entrepreneurship, despite the many challenges, ‘is doable’.

Overview of Presentation 1
Junior Achievement South Africa (JASA): Celebrating 40 years of empowering youth
through experiential learning
Click here to view
the presentation

JASA at a glance:
 Offers young South Africans (aged 8 - 35) opportunities to learn
business, entrepreneurial and life skills through practical, experiential
programmes.
 Is a member of Junior Achievement Worldwide, which has a presence
in more than 100 countries, 15 of them in Africa.
 While the core approach is the same internationally, JA succeeds
because it pays close attention to the particular needs in each region
and customizes its programmes to reflect these needs – at the same
time inspiring and preparing young people to participate in the global
economy.

Nelly Mofokeng of Junior
Achievement South Africa (JASA)

 Aims to activate young people to take control of their lives and work,
whether they follow an entrepreneurial or an employment route – all
programmes are based on the 3 fundamental principles of work
readiness, financial literacy, and entrepreneurship.

 Depends on a network of staff, part-time facilitators, volunteers and partners to reach approximately
11000 young people in an average year – working mainly through schools, post-school educational
institutions and community centres, in all 9 provinces and in both rural and urban contexts.
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The Entrepreneurship Academy Programme revolves around learning how to start and run a business.
Typically, a group of 20 - 40 Grade 10 - 11 learners sets up a mini company, sources funding and chooses,
produces and markets a product. Through this process they learn basic business management concepts in a
hands-on way. Crucially, they also learn communication and teamwork skills. JASA usually invites corporate
volunteers to mentor the learners, which exposes them to the workings of a real business. The approach
integrates work readiness, entrepreneurship and financial literacy skills, and the experiential learning
methodology ensures a high level of knowledge transfer.
When the 12-week programme ends, learners either liquidate the company and share the profits, or (as JASA
recommends), continue the business as a school enterprise.
“Planting the seed at an early age really does
Improved learner performance – School performance tends
build resilience. It gives young people direction
to improve when learners participate in the programme. While
and they discover things about themselves
that under normal circumstances they could
many of those selected are already achievers, their experience
have missed.” (Nelly Mofokeng, JASA)
on the programme accelerates their performance.

Developing greater sustainability – JASA is dependent on its funders and partners to implement
programmes. In an effort to extend the value of the investment and increase sustainability, JASA is looking to
have those involved one year sell their enterprise to another group the following year, and to mentor them
to continue the business and develop it further. JASA also involves the educators of the grades, so they can
continue the programme.

Giving back – Many JASA alumni continue to give back, typically by mentoring, providing work exposure, or
adjudicating the annual competitions.

CoP comments and questions
Here is a small selection of participants’ comments and questions:

Q: What is JASA’s strategy for putting its programme into schools? What type of schools does
JASA target?
 JASA’s aim originally was to build in diversity by bringing learners from different communities and
backgrounds together, but currently it works mostly in public schools as sponsors prefer to support
disadvantaged schools and communities.
 JASA’s relationship is with the DBE so it works through the provinces and districts to identify schools. To
maximise value, districts aim to select functional schools as they are better able to take on this kind of
extra-curricular programme. JASA has also run successful programmes where private schools sponsor
their twin (disadvantaged) school, and both schools join the programme, forming the company together.

Q: What are some of JASA’s typical challenges, and what are your strategies for managing them?
Changes in school management can affect programmes, even if they have been working well in the school
for years. It is vital to establish and maintain good relationships with schools. When the district introduces
JASA to a school, its first action is to ask the principal to allocate a ‘champion educator’ who will be the ‘go
to’ person and who will communicate with JASA regarding any issues affecting the programme (such as early
school closures or priority events).
JASA only deals with a limited number of learners per grade. In order to expose as many learners as
possible to the experience, JASA invites the other leaners in the grade as well as the educators to sit in, and
challenges the learners on the programme to share their experiences with their peers. This works very well.
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Q: Is JASA collaborating with the DBE in terms of the young enterprise programme it intends
running?
JASA was part of the initial planning team. Given JASA’s
experience with experiential learning, it gave a lot of input at that
stage, and continues to provide advice from time to time. JASA is
not part of the project team which is developing the curriculum,
but hopes to be able to give more meaningful input as the
process to enable entrepreneurship in schools unfolds, so as to
minimize trial and error. JASA has a very good relationship with
the DBE overall, and has MOUs with all 9 provinces.

“I like JASA’s focus on experiential learning.
You can’t teach or learn skills without
practice and practical application in the real
world. Experiential learning enables you to
learn better, and what you learn stays with
you. I hope the DBE initiative will learn from
JASA and focus on experiential learning.”
(CoP participant)

Q: Can this programme be implemented in a less hands-on way? Our organisation works in rural
areas, and we are forced to look at how we can leverage technology to deliver programmes in far
flung areas.
A locally developed online version of the 12 week programme for Grade 10 - 11 learners is available and is
working well. Schools need to have the necessary resources – hardware, connectivity, and a level of IT
expertise – and are given password controlled access for the duration of the programme. This method of
delivery still requires a facilitator as well as volunteers in the various areas of business expertise. JASA is able
to identify challenges from the pre-programme assessment, and to indicate where the school needs to focus
when implementing the programme. As the school works with the programme, JASA is able to track
implementation and performance.
In terms of implementation, it should be noted that the involvement of volunteers with business expertise is
essential to the success of the programme: young people engage with them, ask questions, see what they
can aspire to, and gain a different perspective. Another important consideration is that teachers generally
require special sessions to orient them around the use of the technology.
An offline version is in development but still has errors. JASA would be grateful for help to get it working.

Overview of Presentation 2
Neo Matsau: Lessons learned from an entrepreneurial journey

Bamboo Network is a young, fast growing digital marketing company.
In 6 eventful years this relatively small enterprise has broken into the
top 50 digital marketing firms in the country, and works on a mass scale
to generate value for a mix of international and popular brands.
After a brief discussion on ways in which digital is affecting our lives,
Neo shared some of the more important, deeper lessons learnt on his
journey.

Neo Matsau of Bamboo Network
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1 Keep editing your dream
Plans are needed to give clarity about the vision and purpose, and what has to be done, but they are ‘not
real’. One has to let go of the idea that things will happen according to the plan, and be open to change. In
this respect, the idea of emergent strategy (recognizing and capitalizing on the benefits of unexpected
outcomes) is vital, as is interaction with people who can teach you, who ‘love your business enough’ to tell
you what is not working, and cheer you on when you need to be resilient.

2 Standing out is lonely, but it matters
Daring to be different is crucial. It is part of the entrepreneurial experience to feel ‘no one understands’, but
it is then so much more valuable when one find clients or partners who do. Standing out and being different
can be a source of power, and not something to fear.

3 It’s a mess, so get technology to help
The lived experience of business is never orderly – issues constantly arise that need ‘cleaning up’, and one
cannot rely on one’s own efforts to get through it all. Especially for a small business without experience,
embracing technology can be hugely beneficial as a way of leapfrogging to a new level. The Bamboo
Network team was able to produce high quality products and standardize processes, despite having very
little knowledge, because they trusted the technology to help them get things right.

4 Get through it - you’ll be better
The nature of business is that more ‘bad stuff’ can be expected; in fact, problems are likely to increase as the
team, and the turnover, grows. This lesson is about building resilience and being anti-fragile (the idea of
becoming stronger by overcoming failure, associated with Nassim Nicholas Taleb). It is crucial to trust that
you are going to be better: without this belief you will not be able to speak with confidence, and people will
sense your lack of faith in your enterprise.

5 Find people who share the tension
Many people will share your vision, and cheer you on when things go well. But a critical part of ‘getting
business right’ is finding the people who are willing to share the tension: those who will support you (not
necessarily in material ways) when things go badly. These are the most important people in your circle.

6 Use your whole brain - it’s too complicated for one approach
Every business person, whatever their level, finds certain aspects of business to be complicated or difficult. It
is important to know enough about these areas (such as HR or finances) that are not core to your leadership
role, to build an appreciation for what other people do. Using your whole brain to engage with these aspects
is critical to understanding and appreciating all the working parts of your enterprise.
“Appreciate that you are a whole person, with
a whole brain, and learn to tap into all of it.”
(Neo Matsau, Bamboo Network)
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CoP comments and questions
Q: One of the challenges in terms of entrepreneurship is that young people see the big results but
not the journey. In essence this is what Neo has described: the journey and what you need to
navigate to get there. How do we instil these concepts in the youth: that they can get there, that
it takes time, that it is a process, and they have to be willing to bear certain burdens on the way?
This speaks to the importance of relatable role models for youth - rather than the ‘huge achievers’ that the
internet exposes one to, we need to identify young people who are achieving ‘small successes’, and to give
them the confidence to be role models.
“It is important for us to find the youth who are shining
Q: What did school not do for you?
lights, who have achieved something, and to magnify
that success to others. Young people learn a lot more
School teaches certain types of routine and
from those who are who are closer to them, and the
knowledge that are valuable in themselves, and that
learning is richer.” (Neo Matsau, Bamboo Network)
it is dangerous to be without. But for
entrepreneurship you have to look outside the lines, to a way of being that you don’t get at school, and to
work on who you are.

Q: How big a part has your personal brand played in the success you’ve achieved so far?
When you start out it is all about you, but if you want others to join you, it quickly becomes more nuanced.
While your personal brand and the way you present yourself is important, when you build an organisation
you are backed by a lot of people who do a lot to get you there, and you have to get out of their way.

Q: Digital marketing is a new space and lots of young people are interested in it. What are you
doing to develop youth?
Once we began to win contracts and needed skills we found that the pool was limited, so we set out to grow
it. By our third year of business we were running a graduate programme for young black women. We
currently offer about 12 spaces in the programme over the course of a year; people stay for 6 months and
then move on. What we do differently (in addition to teaching digital skills) is to give our interns direct
exposure at a senior level to all aspects of business. This is very powerful.
Anyone wanting to follow up on this is welcome to contact Neo.

Q: Is there value in black influencers?
Influencers have the power to thaw conservative attitudes (think of Somizi, whose humour and wit have
charmed South Africans into being more accepting of gay people). The question is how to use this power to
unlock other difficult conversations in our society.
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Q: It is often said that in South Africa we all want to be ‘chiefs’, but no one wants to do the hard
work of implementation. Are we messaging correctly around what defines success, particularly in
terms of youth entrepreneurship?
 Young people naturally feel judged by older people – this inhibits a really deep connection, and
messages don’t get through. One either has to create that real connection, or give the task of messaging
to others who do connect with them.
“To connect with young people, we need
 Young people are very willing to work together around an
to give more volume to messaging
interest, but tensions arise if they have to be organised into
around the passion points, and less to
a hierarchy. Leaders that emerge naturally are recognised,
the structural message.” (Neo Matsau,
because of their ability to move the initiative forward.
Bamboo Network)
 Social media has taught us that change can happen in very
disorganized ways. In a recent example we saw the president of the country stopping everything to
address GBV, mainly because of social media pressure. In this case there weren’t any chiefs – just a
group of people who were passionate about an issue.

Group discussions
After several rounds of paired discussions on participants’ particular buzz points, the group looked in more
depth at what is needed to make youth entrepreneurship more sustainable. This is a brief summary of the
key ideas:
Develop an entrepreneurial mindset




Early planting of seeds to instil a can-do attitude and build a sense of agency (“…if it’s going to be, it’s
up to me”).
Helping young people to believe in themselves – personal belief is a crucial internal driver.
Knowing how to form networks; having the confidence to reach out and speak with people, and
source information and resources.

Make school environments more conducive for entrepreneurial development




Influence school management to view the school as a business model – this would open the door to
seeing educational value in entrepreneurial development.
Make entrepreneurship a mandatory part of the curriculum.
Use experiential learning. If teachers lack interest and knowledge, invite NGOs such as JASA or local
entrepreneurs to lead the teaching.
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Embrace the use of technology – 4IR can be a great gateway into entrepreneurship (depending on
the teachers’ mindset and knowledge).

Present a realistic image of entrepreneurship





“In South Africa we tend to measure success in
material, financial terms, and to underplay the
value of what people contribute: the service
they provide and the difference that they make.
It is vital that we find a way to change this
mindset.” (CoP participant)

Increase awareness of entrepreneurship and what
it is (and is not).This speaks to young people’s
tendency to want instant gratification, versus the
grit and persistence needed for the long process of
developing a sustainable enterprise.
Localise the idea of entrepreneurship by exposing young people to relatable role models and case
studies featuring people from nearby communities.
Challenge the glamourous image of entrepreneurship on social media by role modelling people who
show the importance of building networks, investing time and effort in the journey and overcoming
challenges along the way.

Develop business understanding


Whatever the enterprise being undertaken, for sustainability it will need to speak to factors such as
market relevance, adaptability to change, managing the highs and lows of business cycles, and the
creation of a pipeline of business activities.

Provide consistent support




“We need to do more to provide innovative
examples for our young people – to highlight
some of the wonderful initiatives in our country,
e.g. a Limpopo project which uses plastic waste
to make school bags. A small solar light
attached to the bag charges during the day and
provides light to study at night.” (CoP
participant)

Mentorship and membership of groups plays a
crucial role in helping individuals develop the
resilience and endurance needed to sustain their
entrepreneurial journey.
This speaks to a need for support systems: role
modelling, access to mentors and networks, and
access to people able to unlock the power of
referrals and to act as pivots to the business. This includes the value of personal anecdotes and lived
experience, and highlights the benefits of a continuum of interventions providing consistent support
both before and (especially) during development of the enterprise.

In response to the question: “Is this doable?” the CoP heard how New Zealand primary schools pioneered technology
and enterprise curricula in the early 1990s (and is still using them). The combination of the technology curriculum
aligned with business studies proved dynamic. Examples of entrepreneurial activity ranged from assembling ‘worm
farm’ kits to hydroponics, leather craft, computer repair and recycling. Some of the activities begun in this way grew
into long term income generating enterprises for schools and individuals.
“This is doable – we’ve just got to help change the mindset.”

Facilitator’s summing up
Facilitator Charles Marriott closed the session by encouraging participants to continue the conversation, and
reiterated the importance of mindset as the golden thread running through all the ideas discussed during the
session. Regardless of the specific issue, everything goes back to how young people feel and think about
themselves and the opportunities that might come their way. The important issue is how to create the kind
of receptivity and agency in young people that will enable them to reach out and take advantage of these
opportunities.
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